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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper introduces ome results about stability for a class of linear point-delayed 
systems and how to compute these results. This work uses some theorems on stability for delayed 
systems due to Mori [1-3]. Our method consists basically in finding extensions of such results to the 
case of an approximate r presentation f the linear delayed system, i.e., under which circumstances 
stability for an approximate r presentation of the delayed system implies stability for the exact 
(real) delayed system. Sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of linear delayed systems are 
greatly simplified and straightforwardly computed under Taylor series representation f the system 
state equations. Conditions under which asymptotic stability for the approximate system implies 
asymptotic stability for the real system are also outlined in the paper. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Criteria for stability of linear delay systems can be classified in two main categories, according 
to their dependence on the delay's size. 
(a) Criteria not including information about delays are called free-delay criteria [1,4-8]. 
(b) Criteria containing information about delays are called delay criteria [2,3,9,10]. 
These methods are of simple application. Free-delay criteria are particularly suitable when delays 
are small with respect o some measures. Thus, it is reasonable first to apply free-delay criteria 
and, if they are not appropriate, apply delay criteria. In practice, these two types of criteria are 
complementary. Chiasson [4] developed a method to determine value ranges for delays without 
unestabilizing the system, but this method usually requires the solving of transcendent equations. 
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In the present note, we show how to compute, in a simple way, some results about stability 
for a class of linear point-delayed systems. Sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability of linear 
delayed systems are greatly simplified and straightforwardly computed under a Taylor series rep- 
resentation of the state equations. Also, we outline conditions under which asymptotic stability 
for the approximate system implies asymptotic stability for the real system. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it deals with the Mori Theorem [2] 
for asymptotic stability of point-delayed systems. An equivalent theorem to the Mori Theorem 
for approximate point-delayed systems is provided in Section 3. In Section 4, some illustrative 
examples are introduced. 
2. MORI  THEOREM FOR ASYMPTOTIC  
STABIL ITY  OF POINT-DELAY SYSTEMS 
Let's consider the following linear free system with point-delay in its state vector. 
dx(t) = Ax(t) + Bx(t - T), (la) 
dt 
A, B E R n×n, x(t) E R n, T > 0 (lb) 
A condition for asymptotic stability in that system is given by the following result due to [2]. 
THEOREM 1. System (1) is asymptotically stable ff the following conditions hold: 
#(A)+max{#(Be-~U3)} <0, for max~#(Be-~U~)} > _1  (2) 
yEA YE A " " " "  - -  T '  
l+r .max #(Be-rUJ) e (1-r"(A)) <0, for maxI#(Be-'VJ)l < - - ,  (3) 
yE  A yE A " " " "  T 
where j is the imaginary complex unity, and A represents he range of values for the solution 'y' 
of the following equations t'or MI possible igenvalues Ai(.): 
y:Im[Ai(A+(Be-rUJ.e- l~I~s'))]where Re[s]>0, sEC, r>0 (4) 
and the matrix measure # of an arbitrary square matr/x X is de/ined as follows (see [3]): 
III + ~" Xll - 1 
#(X) = Lime~0+ (5) I 
The following lemma [11] gives some interesting properties of the matrix measure defined in 
Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. For any matrices X, Y E C n×n, the following inequalities hold: 
Re [)~i(X)] _< #(X), (6) 
-u(jx) _< Im [~(x)] _< u(-jx), (7) 
#(X + Y) < #(X) + #(Y), (8) 
u(x)  < IlXll, (9) 
#(eX) = e. #(X), ~ _> O, (10) 
where i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n. I 
Note that conditions (2) and (3) in Theorem 1 are not easily computable and if an on-line 
stability test is required, a faster way of evaluation is needed. On the other hand, system (1) does 
not have, in general, an explicit solution and this fact motivates the use of approximate methods 
for resolving the system. Taylor series representation [10] allows to obtain an approximate solution 
for system (1) and it also provided a fast method for the analysis of the system. Therefore, a 
reformulation of Theorem 1 for an approximate system under Taylor series is required in order 
to define the stability criteria for such representation. 
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3. STABIL ITY CRITERIA  FOR 
APPROXIMATE POINT-DELAY SYSTEMS 
In this section, the equivalent of Theorem 1 for a state equation under a Taylor series repre- 
sentation is introduced. 
THEOREM 2. Under a Taylor series representation, system (1) is asymptotically stable within 
the definition interval/£ ]2(2i T -]- JOT . ~T(T))  < 0 where A T , JOT are the product operators for 
the coefficient matrices of the Taylor expansions for A and B, and ~jT (T) is the Taylor delay 
operational matrix, defined by Razzaghi and Razzaghi [12]. | 
PROOF. Let's represent system (1) by using Taylor series expansions 
d (.~T(t) IX 0 X 1 T T - - T t . , .Xm_ l ]  ) 
dt 
__~T(t)2T T T ,./%T(t)JOT~T(T ) T T .. x._~] + ...._1] T - -  [x 0 Xl T T • Ix 0 Xl x T 
(II) 
Therefore, inequalities (2) and (3) in Theorem 1 take the new form 
p, (.,~.T Jr" JOT -,~T ('r)) H-- y%a~{#(0)} <0, 1 for ~a~ {#(0)} _> --'7- (12) 
1 Jr T•~8~ {].~(0)" e (1-Tp'('~T'~-'I~T'~'T ('r)))} < 0, 1 for ~a~{#(0)} < ----'T (13) 
Note that 
#(0)  = lime.--,o + I I I  + e" 011 - 1 = 0 (14) g- 
after applying L'H6pital rule for limits when using the spectral (or 12) matrix norm• Therefore, 
1 
~a2 {'(°)} < --r (15) 
and only inequality (12) can exist. That condition becomes ]2(.4 T -[- JO T • ST(T) )  < 0, which is a 
sufficient condition for asymptotic stability of the Taylor series expansion of system (1). | 
It is evident hat the usefulness of Theorem 2 occurs when asymptotic stability in the approxi- 
mate system implies asymptotic stability in the real one. In what follows, some results concerned 
with this point are given. It is supposed that all the norms are two-norms, and K is the condition 
number eferred to that norm. 
LEMMA 2. Define D =- A + B • e -r~j being 
y=Im[Ai(A+(Be-r~J.e-I~[r']))],whereRe[s]>_O, seC, T>0,  and (16) 
b ------ _~T Jr JOTST(T). (17) 
By construction, coefficient matrix dimension is dim(D) = m . n x m . n. In order to compare 
it with real values matrix D, let's construct 
"-' ] D= [~ d.,+~,lt' 
L i=0 J k=0,...,n-1;l~0,••.,n-1 
(18) 
where now this last matrix has dimension x n. Define 
AD -- D - D. (19) 
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Then, if there exist #(D) and #(D), 
IIADII < lim 
e-.-~O + C 
is satisfied, then the following implication holds: 
. (Z)) < 0 ~.(D) < 0. 
1-  I+cD 
(20) 
(21) I 
PROOF. Suppose #(/)) < 0, then 
#(0 /= lim [[I +cOI l -1  = lim I+c(D+AD)  -1  
e--~0+ C e--~0 + C 
< lim + IIADII = lim + IIADII 
e--*0+ C e--*0+ C 
Then if IIAII < -~(b) = lime_o+ [(1 - I I  + cbll)/c] it follows that #(D) < 0. I 
Lemma 2 leads to the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let ~ C R be the set of real values taken by the variable t in (8), such that 
sign (# (D) )= sign (# (D) ) .  (23) 
If#(/~T) < 0 and flAIl < -#(D) = lime-.o+[(1 - [[I + c19)[[/c] it follows that the real system 
(1) is asymptotically stable if 3ko E R such that (k0,oe) C ~.  I 
PROOF. The proof is immediate from Lemma 2. 
Vt > ko, tE Z '  and therefore, t>  k0 =~ sign (# (/gT)) = sign (# (/gT)).  (24 /
Note that #(X) = #(X T) for an arbitrary matrix X. 
By hypothesis ~(j~T) < 0 and [IAD[[ < -#(/)) = lime_~o+[(1 - [ [ I  + cb[[)/c]. Therefore, by 
Lemma 2 and equation (24), it follows that  /A(J~ T) ( 0 ::~ /A(D T) ( 0 ::~ #(D) < 0. Thus, by 
Theorem 1, the real system (1) is asymptotically stable. | 
The two following results complement the above mentioned, in the sense that they give the 
conditions to determine the bound for stability. 
LEMMA 3. Define: 
a~e(D) =_ III + eDII - 1, Vc e R +, 
c 
(I + 
Then, if 3 #(D I the following implications hold: 
01 
#(D/= 0 =~ # (D) = 0, VD~0,  
(ii) 
(25) 
(261 
(2T) 
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PROOF. Let's consider definitions (25) and (26). Then 
_ 
(28) 
By hypothesis 3#(D) = lim~_~o+ a'e(D). As ae(D) = a~(D)ll(I + eD)-tll, one gets 
lim ae(D)= lim a'e(D ) • 1. 
e-..,O + e-.-~O +
(29) 
Then 
3 lim ae(D)= lira K(I+eD)-Ili,,,I+eD-I,,I II (30) 
~--~0 + e--~O + ~ ' 
and, therefore, 
3#(D) = lira K(I + ¢D) - II(/+ eD)-II[ (31) 
e.-..*0 + 
I Hence, #D = 0 ~ #(b) = 0, VD ~ 0, and #(b) = 0 =~ #(D) = 0, VD. 
COROLLARY 1. 
VD ~ O, #(D) = 0 <=> # (/9) = O. (32) 1 
THEOREM 4. V t E ~ C_ R +, being ~ the set  defined in Theorem 5.3, the fo//owing implications 
hold: 
(i) 
(ii) 
V D # 0, #(D) = 0 -~ #(D) = 0, (33) 
V D, #(D) = 0 ~ #(D) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. 
¥D~0,  Vt~- '~C_R +, 
REMARK 1. Let's see that 
#(D)= e--.o+lim [K(I+eD)_~ 
#(D)=Oo#(b) =o. (34) | 
therefore, if rank (I + eD) decreases, the limit (35) tends to -oo. 
THEOREM 5. I[ the approximate system is asymptotically stable/or all t, then a necessary 
condition for stability in the real system is 
#(D)> lim [ 1 +K(I+eD)] .  (36) 
- ~--.o+ 1 - e IIDll 
(~I+e2D)- t  ] ,  (35) 
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PROOF. The following inequality holds from Bana~h's Perturbation Lemma [21]: 
-#  ( / ) )=  ~-~o+lim [(eI + e2D) -1 K(l+eD)]e 
[ (1/6)llZll K(Z + ~D) I (3T) < lira 
- ~-~o+ [ 1 - (1 /6 ) l l I l l e211DI I  E J 
and 
1 1 
= - (38)  ~lll l l" IIDII < 1 for e small =~ IIDII < 6llll l E" 
Therefore, 
-#(D)  < lira [ 1 K(I+eD)] 
- ~--,o+ ~(1 - ~llDll) 
=l im 1[  1 ] (39) 
• -~0+ ; 1 - ellDl{ K (I + eD) . 
And hence, a necessary condition for real system to be asymptotically stable is 
[ ' ] 
~-~o+ 1 - ellDll K ( I  + eD) . (40) 
But condition (40) coincides with (38). | 
REMARK 2. Let's point out that one of the simplest conditions for stability in system (1) is [3]: 
~(A) + IIBII < 0. (41) 
Obviously (41) is a delay-independent cri erion and it ensures tability for any value of 7-. 
4.  EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. An illustrative xample [2] is considered. The stability region for the system is 
studied by using Taylor series representation a d stability criteria developed in Section 3. It is 
shown that the obtained results are in agreement with those obtained by Mori. Let's consider 
the delayed scalar system described by 
~(t) = ax(t) + bx(t - 7"), 7" > 0, a, b real constants. (42) 
Under a series representation, the system is expressed as follows: 
~e:T = ~TxenCT + BTsT(7 . )xexT ' (43) 
where A T, BT represent operators ~T, ~T for the scalar case, x e= represents he Taylor coef- 
ficient vector for the scalar function x(t) and ~ex represents he Taylor coefficient vector for the 
scalar function ~7-. 
If five terms in the Taylor expansions (m = 5) are taken, one obtains: [o] Io00!pio] [;0001] 
~1 a 0 0 xl 0 b 0 0 
x2 = 0 a 0 x2 + 0 0 b 0 
x3 0 0 a x3 0 0 b 
~4 L0 0 0 0 x4 0 0 0 
1 , o o x, 
v 2 --2T 1 0 X2 • 
- - r  3 3r  2 --37" 1 x3 
7"4 --47" 3 67" 2 --47" 2:4 
(44) 
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Let's construct now matrix .~T = AT jr BT~T(T) :  
2T = ./~T Jr .BTsT('r)  = 
a+b 0 0 0 0 ] 
-b r  a + b 0 0 0 
br 2 --2bT a + b 0 0 . 
I--bT3 3br2 --3bT a + b 0 
L br 4 -4br  3 6/rr 2 --4bT a+b 
(45) 
The system will be stable if #(~m) < 0, or equivalently, if 
I + 6)~ "T -- 1 
lira < O. 
e---~O + 6 
(46) 
In order to check this condition, let's construct matrix M T (r, 6, a, b) as follows: 
MT(r ,¢ ,a ,b)  = I+X T 
l+¢(a  + b) 0 0 0 0 ] 
-¢bv l+¢(a  + b) 0 0 0 
1 = 6bT 2 -2¢br 1 + 6(a + b) 0 0 . -6br  3 36br 2 --36bT 1 + 6(a+b) 0 6bT 4 --46bT 3 66br 2 -4¢br 1 + ¢(a+b)  
This permits us to rewrite the asymptotic stability condition as 
(47) 
" - - l IMfT ,6 ,a,b,)TIl-1 
lim i i x  /11  < 0. (48) 
e--~O+ 6 
Note first, that if there is no delay (b = 0), then matrix (47) becomes 
M(6, a) -- (1 + 6a)I. (49) 
In this case, the condition is 
lim lift + 6a)Zll - 1 < 0 >_ a < 0 (50) 
~--*0+ 6 
and this is in agreement with the results obtained by Mori. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider the following delayed multivariable system: 
[ -1] [xl(t)] [1-t  0 ] [x,(t-0.2)] 10 t 
L~=(0J = o 20 Lx2(t)J + 0 3 -2 t  L=2(t 0 .2 )3  (51) 
Under a series representation, the system is expressed as follows: 
~e~T = ~Txe=T + ]~T ~T(0.2)xetT" (52) 
Let us take two terms in the Taylor series expansions, i.e., m -- 2. Then, equation (52) becomes 
:~exT = 
10 --1 0 0 
0 20 0 0 
--1 0 10 --1 
0 0 0 20 
1 Ioo I[ oo 
0 3 0 -0.2 1 0 xezT" 
xezT + --1 0 1 0 1 
0 --2 0 0 --0.2 
(53) 
If one defines again /I~/T(~) = I + 6.~ T where z~ T = A T -~- ~T~T (0.2), then one gets that 
lime-.0+ (IIA:/T (e)II - 1)/6 is not well defined. Therefore, by applying L'H6pital rule, such limit is 
equal to 23.0909 > 0. Thus, Theorem 2 is not applicable, and we cannot deduce stability for the 
considered system. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Some results providing condit ions for stabi l i ty for a class of l inear point-delayed systems have 
been given under an approx imate Taylor series representat ion of the state equation. Condit ions 
under which asymptot ic  stabi l i ty  for the approximate system implies asymptot ic  stabi l i ty  for the 
real one have been also introduced. The examples presented in Section 4 show an appl icat ion of 
the method.  I t  can be seen that  the main outcome of the method here proposed is that  it allows 
us to determine the stabi l i ty  of an exact l inear t ime-delayed system, while using an approx imate 
model  of it. The main motivat ion for using series representat ions of delayed systems is the 
possibi l i ty of algebraical ly solving the state equation, as shown in [20]. I t  also provides a direct 
way for representing such systems in the computer,  while the exact differential equat ion involves 
serious difficulties, because one needs to set its init ial condit ions not only in a given instant,  but 
in a set of infinite instants (generally a finite t ime interval). 
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